Lead from home . . . like a BOSS

Leading from home doesn't have to be an obstacle to great work. It is an opportunity to retool, to learn how to meet new challenges in creative ways, and to make your team stronger - and happier.

This new workshop will give you the tools to thrive as a remote leader. You'll learn how technology affects us psychologically so you can tackle challenges like:

- battling “Zoom fatigue”
- having tough conversations virtually
- keeping your strong team culture intact while you’re all remote
- coordinating your team’s activities when you can’t “pop by their desks”
- on boarding new team members from a distance

With Stanford professors you'll explore leadership principles that have been redefined by remote work, and frameworks for adjusting your management style to match the new needs of your team.

Leadingfromhome.stanford.edu

April 19-23, 2021
Time: 9am - 12pm PDT
Tuition: $1995

Workshop Agenda (*)

Day 1 - APR 19
• Leading Collaborative (remote) Teams
• Motivating (remote) Teams

Day 2 - APR 20
Leveraging the Virtual Team for Innovation and Problem Solving

Day 3 - APR 21
Coordination in an All Remote Organization

Day 4 - APR 22
The Psychological Blindspots of the 13” Office
• Structuring and Leading Hybrid Work
• Good Bosses and Bad Bosses to (remote) Teams

Day 5 - APR 23

(*) Session titles subject to change